Introduction
A growing body of literature following Pierrehumbert (1994) addresses the notion of gradient phonological well-formedness. Gradience is the phenomenon that native speakers' intuitions about the well-formedness of forms fall on a scale with multiple values, rather than into a binary division of well-formed versus ill-formed. Perhaps the best studied cases of gradient well-formedness (GWF) are those related to OCP-Place, the constraint against adjacent consonants with identical place of articulation (with adjacency being defined on the consonant projection). Gradient OCP-Place effects occur in languages as diverse as Arabic (Greenberg 1950; McCarthy 1986; Frisch, Pierrehumbert & Broe 2004) , Hebrew (Berent & Shimron 1997 , English (Berkley 2000) , Japanese (Kawahara, Odo & Suno 2005) , and Muna (Coetzee & Pater 2006) . Although GWF judgements have been shown to correlate with lexical factors such as neighbourhood density (Ohala & Ohala 1986; Bailey & Hahn 2001) and with low-level phonotactic factors such as onset and rhyme frequency (Coleman & Pierrehumbert 1997; Bailey & Hahn 2001) , many studies assume an additional involvement of grammatical constraints. Paradoxically, GWF constraints are often motivated on the basis of lexical evidence alone (e.g. Frisch, Pierrehumbert & Broe 2004; Coetzee & Pater 2006) . That is, the relative infrequency of forms that violate a constraint is interpreted as direct evidence for the constraint. This raises the issue to what extent the constraint has psychological significance beyond the lexical data.
Several studies support the mental reality of GWF constraints by means of native well-formedness judgements on non-words (Berent & Shimron 1997 Frisch & Zawaydeh 2001; Coetzee to appear) . Still, eliciting well-formedness judgements involves a meta-linguistic task, allowing semi-conscious processes, which might be absent during speech processing, to influence listeners' judgements. This problem may be aggravated when no time limits are imposed on subjects' responses.
Hence, stronger evidence for the mental reality of GWF constraints would require an online task, eliciting subjects' responses to non-words under more realistic conditions of speech processing (Coetzee 2005; van de Weijer 2005) and establishing correlations between response latencies and the degree of wellformedness of non-words, as predicted by phonological constraints.
Here we address the role of GWF constraints in speech processing in Dutch, using the online task of lexical decision. In this task, subjects classify stimuli as either words or non-words, and their response latencies are measured. The task is known to be strongly influenced by lexical processing factors. Hence, if an independent effect of constraints were to emerge, this would constitute strong evidence in favour of the psychological reality of those constraints. The structure of this paper is as follows. Lexical statistics on avoidance of identical place will be presented in Section 2, while Section 3 will propose three candidate constraints that potentially regulate labial co-occurrence: classical OCP-Lab, self-conjoined *Lab 2 , and alignment Align-Lab. In an experimental study, reported in Sections 4-6, we will address the issue to what extent phonological constraints influence speech processing in a way that is independent of lexical factors. We will also compare the relative merits of the proposed constraints for speech processing.
Avoidance of identical place in the Dutch lexicon
Dutch shows an under-representation of stems in which neighbouring consonants share place of articulation. Lexical statistics were obtained from the CELEX database (Baayen, Piepenbrock & Gulikers 1995) . We first created a lexicon of underived stems, containing 8,305 items, and a total of 40,517 phoneme tokens. To assess under-representation of CVC sequences with consonants of identical place of articulation, we calculated Observed/Expected ratios (Frisch 1996) . This ratio divides the observed number of C 1 VC 2 sequences by the number expected when C 1 and C 2 were to combine freely. The expected number equals
Here, p(C 1 ) is the probability that C 1 occurs initially in a CVC sequence; p(C 2 ) the probability that C 2 occurs finally in a CVC sequence; and N(CVC) the total number of CVC tokens in the lexicon (N = 11,092). O/E ratios for natural classes, such as PVP (labial-vowel-labial) , were calculated by summing observed and expected numbers over all individual CVC sequences, and taking the ratio of the sums. Labials were defined as the set /p, b, f, v, m/, coronals as /t, d, s, z, n/, and dorsals as /k, :, x, >, ŋ/.
Results are as follows. For stem-initial CVC sequences, there is no evidence of under-representation for strictly identical pairs of labials and dorsals. Underrepresentation is severe (with O/E ratios falling below 0.5) between pairs of nonidentical labials and dorsals. Coronal pairs are only slightly under-represented. Turning to non-initial CVC sequences, we find that under-representation is severe across the board except for non-identical coronal pairs. Summarizing the lexical distribution, we find that homorganic labial and dorsal pairs are severely under-represented, except in identical pairs in initial position. Moreover, no under-representation occurs for non-adjacent pairs.
Constraints
To establish whether lexical under-representation is grammatically represented by a GWF constraint, candidate constraints are needed which might capture the lexical distributional patterns. We focus on constraints on the distribution of labials, which is the focus of our experimental study. Clear choices are two anti-cooccurrence constraints:
(1) OCP-Lab No adjacent labials on the consonantal tier.
(2) *Lab 2 No two labials per word.
The difference between classical OCP-Lab (McCarthy 1986) and self-conjoined *Lab 2 (Alderete 1997 , Itô & Mester 2003 ) is whether adjacency matters ('yes' for OCP-Lab, 'no' for *Lab 2 ). Our lexicon study suggests that classical OCP should be more relevant than *Lab 2 since we found that adjacent CVC sequences are more severely under-represented than non-adjacent CVC sequences. Yet co-occurrence constraints fail to capture the relevance of edges to underrepresentation: we learned that non-initial PVP sequences are more severely under-represented than initial ones. In Optimality Theory, reference to edges is captured by alignment. Hence, we tentatively introduce Align-Lab:
(3) Align-Lab Every labial must be word-initial.
Align-Lab adds one violation for each labial which is non-initial. A non-initial PVP sequence incurs two violation marks, while an initial PVP sequence incurs one. Note that Align-Lab is not a co-occurrence constraint. Multiple violation in non-initial labials simulates some of the effects of OCP-Lab and *Lab 2 , and hence the violation patterns of the three constraints will overlap to a large extent.
Labial alignment is supported by lexical statistics: 45.4% of all labials are initial, compared to 29.9% of coronals. A chi-square test indicated that, compared to coronals, labials are significantly over-represented in initial position, c2 (1, N = 13,354) = 329.87, p < .0001. The general motivation for featural alignment comes from long-distance assimilation, specifically vowel harmony (Kirchner 1993 , Cole & Kisseberth 1994 , Akinlabi 1996 cf. Piggott 2000) . Fikkert & Levelt (2002/6) have proposed a constraint [Labial "Word starts with labial" on the basis of Dutch children's early productions, featuring a pattern of consonant harmony conspiring towards initial labials. Yet the authors state reservations as to whether this constraint survives into adult grammar. Finally, Fikkert (2007) presents experimental evidence for a labial-initial preference in Dutch children.
To bring out the differences between the three constraints more clearly, an overview of violations is offered below for a range of non-words. Note that this is not a tableau. We emphasize that the internalization of constraints is ultimately affected by learnability considerations. Because of the non-local interaction between pairs of labials (across a vowel for OCP-Lab, and unbounded for *Lab 2 ), attributing a lexical gap to a particular constraint involves quantitative analysis of long spans of segments. In general, non-local co-occurrence restrictions are more difficult to detect for learners than local ones, although dependencies between non-adjacent segments are easier to learn than dependencies between non-adjacent syllables (Newport & Aslin 2004) . Moreover, Pierrehumbert (2003) argues that the longer the segmental span (or n-phone) to be analyzed, the more difficult it becomes for learners to detect under-representation. This is because in a lexicon of finite size, the observed and expected numbers for long n-phones quickly fall below reliable values. Hence, the detection of a 'long' constraint, one spanning a triphone C i VC i (in case of OCP-Lab) or unbounded distance C i …C i (in case of *Lab 2 ), should be less robust than the detection of a 'short' constraint (Align-Lab). Assuming categorical alignment (McCarthy 2003) , learners can spot misalignment between a labial and the left stem edge within a biphone-sized window.
Purposes of the experimental study
As we stated earlier, lexical under-representation alone fails to prove the psychological reality of a GWF constraint. That is, under-representation may be accidental, rather than internalized. Also, the cause of under-representation may reside in production, without affecting perception. We maintain that the psychological reality of a constraint and its involvement in speech processing should be confirmed by demonstrating its independent effect on listeners' perception of speech. We chose to submit constraints to a particularly strong test, one involving speech processing.
The general question we address is: Do GWF constraints influence speech processing? We selected an online task in which subjects respond to non-words which violate or satisfy the constraints in various degrees, and in which reaction times could reflect gradient effects of constraints. To establish the psychological reality of GWF constraints, it needs to be demonstrated that their effects are truly independent of general factors which are known to influence the processing of words and non-words, in particular lexical neighbourhoods and cohorts, as well as low-level phonotactic factors such as transitional probabilities (Vitevitch & Luce 1999) . A demonstration of such an independent effect of constraints would indicate that phonological knowledge is not exclusively lexical in nature, adding plausibility to the idea of a phonological grammar. The lexical decision task allows us to examine whether constraints influence speech processing independently of general processing factors. Due to the lexical orientation of the task, relatively few lexical decision studies have used non-words. With non-words, lexical factors are still dominant, but there is an increased role of low-level phonotactic probability. However, the role of gradient abstract phonological constraints has thus far not been tested.
In case the first question is answered positively, a follow-up emerges: Which constraint (OCP-Lab, *Lab 2 , or Align-Lab) is the best predictor of subjects' responses? Evidently, labial co-occurrence constraints are supported by a wealth of cross-linguistic evidence (McCarthy 1986; Odden 1988; Yip 1988) , while a range of experimental studies have established the psychological reality of OCP-Lab, in tasks such as word-likeness judgements (for Hebrew: Berent & Shimron 1997 Arabic: Frisch & Zawaydeh 2001 ; English: Coetzee to appear) and phoneme identification (English: Coetzee 2005 ). Yet, as shown, the relevance of edges to labial under-representation in Dutch is not captured by co-occurrence constraints; hence, we give Align-Lab a chance to prove its relevance.
We set out to test the relevance of constraints using an online processing task. Questions to be addressed in the experimental study are the following. First, do GWF constraints influence speech processing, specifically response latencies to non-words in lexical decision? Second, in case this turns out correct, which constraint (OCP-Lab, *Lab 2 , or Align-Lab) predicts response latencies best?
Predictions are as follows. First, we expect reaction times to be influenced by lexical factors. That is, non-word stimuli should be classified as non-words more slowly if they carry more resemblance to existing words. Second, if there is a constraint effect, reaction times to non-word stimuli should be influenced by their degree of phonotactic well-formedness, as is assessed by GWF constraints. Thus, non-words with more serious violations of constraints should show shorter reaction times than non-words with less serious violations.
Method
Participants were 20 students of Utrecht University, all native speakers of Dutch.
Stimuli were 96 disyllabic non-word sequences C 1 VC 2 VC 3 and sC 1 VC 2 VC 3 in which labials /p,f,m/ and coronals /t,s,n/ occupied the three consonant slots. This produced eight combination types: PPP, PPT, PTP, PTT, TPP, TPT, TTP, TTT, each type occurring without and with initial /s/. For each combination type, there were six manner patterns: plosive-nasal-plosive, plosive-nasal-fricative, plosive-fricative-nasal, nasal-fricative-nasal, nasal-plosive-fricative, and nasal-plosive-nasal. Each of 96 types occurred twice, using different vowel melodies, giving a total of 192 non-word stimuli. Stress was uniformly final.
It turned out to be difficult to avoid differences in the lexical properties (i.e., the degree of similarity to real words) of the various stimulus types. Hence, we decided to tease apart the effects of phonological constraints from the effects of lexical factors by a multi-level regression analysis. The following lexical factors were considered: Lexical Neighbourhood Density (LND), Transitional Probabilities, Cohort Density, and Isolation Point.
To the 192 non-word test items, we added 192 words and 40 non-word distractors, giving a total of 424 stimuli. These were read by a female speaker who was naive of the purposes of the study. The stimuli, recorded digitally, were played to subjects over headphones in a soundproof booth. Responses to non-words were made by the subjects' dominant hand.
Results
The mean reaction times (RT) per stimulus type are shown in Figure 1 . There was considerable variation between the shortest average RTs (around 870 msecs for PPP) and the longest (around 990 msecs for sTTT). RTs to sCVCVC items were generally longer than RTs to CVCVC items, suggesting a stimulus duration effect. However, the variation between stimulus types fails to prove our case: variation in RTs need not be due to constraints, but could be entirely due to lexical factors. To prove the relevance of constraints, we must establish that their effects are independent of the lexicon. This can be shown if their effects are teased apart from general processing factors. Hence, we need a statistical model to assess the effects of constraints independently from the effects of other factors. A linear regression model can identify the factors that explain the variation in RTs. We will refer to these as predictors. RTs in lexical decision are partly a function of the activation and competition of words in the lexicon. We chose three lexical predictors which are likely to affect RTs: Lexical Neighbourhood Density, Cohort Density, and Isolation Point. In addition, Biphone Transitional Probability was included as a predictor assessing the influence of low-level phonotactic probability. Stimulus Duration and Stimulus Length (the number of segments: 5 for CVCVC, 6 for sCVCVC) were included as predictors in order to control for the influence of stimulus length on RTs.
These six predictors were combined in a linear regression model, which we will refer to as 'model A' , with RT as the dependent variable. RT was averaged per item across subjects, giving a total of 192 data points. The effect of each predictor was examined given that all the other predictors are already in the model. It turned out that only two predictors were significant: Cohort Density (F (1,185) = 24.58, p < 0.0001) and Stimulus Duration (F (1, 185) = 30.96, p < 0.0001). Significance of Cohort Density shows the relevance of lexical processing: RTs were longer when there were many existing words overlapping with the initial phonemes of the nonword.
The second step involved the addition of phonological constraints to the initial model, one at a time: OCP-Lab, *Lab 2 , and Align-Lab. Again, the effect of each predictor was examined given that all the other predictors are in the model. Thus the independent effect of each constraint was tested by examining whether adding this constraint to the model significantly increased the explained variance in RTs. It is the increase in explained variance following the addition of a constraint that establishes its independence from the other predictors. We found that each constraint, when added individually to the model, turned out to have a small but significant effect. This regression analysis provides a clear answer to our first question: GWF constraints indeed influence speech processing, independently of lexical factors. This brings us to our second question: which of the three constraints is the best predictor? The fact that each constraint taken individually is a significant predictor (as shown above) does not imply that each constraint contributes equally to explaining the variance in RTs. The effects of constraints are highly confounded (i.e., many predictions are shared by all three constraints). To compare the effects of the constraints with each other, we entered all three constraints into model A, and examined which constraint still had a significant effect when the other constraints were already in the model. In this analysis, therefore, the effect of each constraint was evaluated after partialling out the effects of the other variables, including the two other constraints.
As before, there was a robust and significant inhibitory effect of Cohort Density (F (1, 182) = 23.38, p < 0.0001), and Stimulus Duration (F (1, 182) = 29.53, p < 0.0001), with no other significant effects of lexical factors or of stimulus length. With respect to the constraints, the results showed that after entering *Lab 2 and Align-Lab to model A, OCP-Lab did not have a significant effect (F < 1). Similarly, when Align-Lab and OCP-Lab were included in model A, *Lab 2 had no additional significant effect (F (1, 182) = 1.02, p > 0.1). However, when entering Align-Lab to the model with OCP-Lab and *Lab 2 already included, the effect of Align-Lab still emerged significant (F (1, 182) = 3.72, p = 0.05). This result indicates that after partialling out the effects of all the other factors, there is still a significant effect of Align-Lab on response latencies. In contrast, when the effect of Align-Lab is first partialled out, the effects both OCP-Lab and *Lab 2 are no longer significant. This suggests that the variance in the data that is explained by the phonotactic factors is best captured by the constraint Align-Lab.
Discussion
The results of the lexical decision study suggest a role for GWF constraints in speech processing. The effects of the constraints, though modest, were independent of major lexical predictors, such as Cohort Density. This suggests that the three constraints under investigation are relatively independent of the lexicon. Moreover, the effects of the constraints were independent of lower-level phonotactics, such as transitional probabilities. This suggests that GWF constraints are relatively abstract. Of the three constraints put to the test, Align-Lab turned out to be the best predictor of RTs, as compared to co-occurrence constraints OCPLab and *Lab 2 . Arguably, Align-Lab is more robustly learnable from finite input since it is biphone-based (while co-occurrence constraints span longer distances). GWF constraints should ultimately be evaluated on the criterion how well they predict experimental data in speech processing, and not just on how well they match lexical frequencies. 
Notes

2.
The stem lexicon contained a phonological transcription of all lemmas marked as morphologically underived in CELEX DML. All homophones were removed.
3.
Omitting liquids, which behave as a-typical coronals in Dutch and other languages.
4. CELEX contrasts voicing in dorsal fricatives.
5.
No evidence was found that OCP effects are stronger in tauto-syllabic CVC sequences. Differences were found between initial tauto-syllabic and hetero-syllabic CVC sequences. For example, tauto-syllabic PVP sequences display a smaller difference between identical pairs (0.743) and non-identical pairs (0.530) than hetero-syllabic PVP sequences do (1.121 versus 0.376, respectively).
6. Perceptual explanations for OCP effects have been offered by Boersma (1998 Boersma ( , 2000 and Frisch (2004) .
7.
Closer analysis of word-likeness judgements has revealed an independence between lexical factors and low-level phonotactics (Vitevitch & Luce 1999; Bailey & Hahn 2001) .
8. Coetzee's study focussed on /sCVC/ non-words with strictly identical consonants.
9. Mulder (in progress) used our set of stimuli in a comparative word-likeness judgement task (Berent & Shimron 1997; Coetzee to appear) , and found results very similar to ours.
10.
A lexical neighbour is any word that arises by either changing, inserting, or deleting a phoneme in a non-word. Lexical Neighbourhood Density was calculated as the sum of logged frequencies of an item's lexical neighbours.
11. The probability that a segment occurs given a preceding segment. For a given non-word, this was calculated as the logged product of its biphone transitional probabilities, where word boundary symbols were counted as segments.
12.
A cohort is a set of words which share a sequence of segments at their beginning, such as /kff/: koffie, koffer. The members of a cohort are in lexical competition. Cohort density was calculated as the sum of token frequencies of all members of a cohort.
13.
The point at which a non-word's cohort runs empty, and where it can be decided to be a nonword. This was counted by the number of segments preceding the isolation point.
